Abstract. We review the observed properties of the sola ind in the outer heliosphere, including observations from c p Voyager and the Pioneers and also from inner heliospheri robes as appropriate. These observations are crucial to e i modeling of the heliosphere and its interactions with th nterstellar medium, since the solar wind ram pressure and its t temporal variations are important in understanding the distance o the termination shock and heliopause and how those e S boundaries might vary in time. We focus on results sinc olar Wind 7. Among the issues we discuss are: (1) 
to observations in the inner solar system, provide estimates o he rate of slowing of the solar wind and thus of the t l interstellar neutral density. Radial temperature profiles se imits on the heating of the bulk plasma resulting from the e p pickup of these neutrals. The smoothing resulting from th rocessing of the solar wind as it moves outwards makes long-term trends easier to identify. This paper presents recent T results on these topics.
rajectories
The locations of the spacecraft are important for interpreting 1 s the observations so we briefly review the trajectories. 
Pressure Variations
The next major discovery for the Voyager spacecraft is s o expected to be the crossing of the termination shock. Estimate f the shock distance range from 60 to 100 AU. The distance ( is determined by the pressure in the interstellar medium poorly known) and the dynamic pressure of the solar wind y V (observed). , Belcher et al., 1993] , so the equilibrium osition of these boundaries varies by a factor of ten. The ; t boundaries cannot respond instantaneously to pressure changes hus perhaps 50-day averages are more appropriate for p determining the shock motion. Even on this time scale the ressure varies by a factor of 5, which changes the equilibrium r t positions by more than factor of two. If we look at even longe ime scales apparent in the 50-day averages we see changes of r c roughly a factor of two in pressure occurring over a sola ycle, with lowest pressures at solar maximum and highest in r s the declining phase of the solar cycle roughly three years afte olar maximum. The unknown physical quantity is the actual A response of the boundaries to pressure changes.
Solar Wind Slowdown
The interstellar medium contains neutral hydrogen and n s helium which are unaffected by the heliopause and terminatio hock and therefore can flow into the heliosphere. These e t neutrals are ionized and become part of the solar wind wher hey are observed as high-energy pickup ions [Mo .. bius et al., i 1985 , Gloeckler et al., 1994 . The energy to accelerate these ons comes from the bulk motion of the solar wind [Holzer, 1972; Isenberg, 1986] . here n is the pickup ion density, n is the solar wind e density, δv is the decrease is solar wind velocity, and v is th Comparison of the Pioneer 11, Pioneer 10, and Voyager 2 emperatures show that temperatures at 17°(Pioneer 11) are e t roughly a factor of two greater than those at the equator. Th emperature at Voyager 2 increases by about a factor of two as t it moves from the equator to 13°south latitude. We conclude hat heating due to interstellar pickup ions is not required to g m produce the observed temperatures. Although some heatin ay be occurring, it is smaller than or at most comparable to other temperature effects.
The heating of the solar wind, which must occur to prevent the temperature profile from decreasing at the adiabatic (R ) was at 20 AU, the velocity fluctuations and the temperature a both have minimums, suggesting that less stream interaction llows more cooling of the plasma. As velocity variations, and e t thus stream interactions, increase outside 20 AU th emperature also increases. s Long-period Velocity Oscillation Richardson et al. [1994] show that the velocity of the solar a wind oscillates with a period of about 1.3 years and an mplitude of 100 km/s beginning in 1986. These fluctuations o were very obvious in the Voyager data because of the filtering f higher frequencies which occurs as the solar wind moves t a outwards. Smoothing of IMP 8 data showed they were presen t 1 AU as well. Gazis et al. [1995] show that these features . T are also present in PVO, Pioneer 10, and Pioneer 11 data hey also show that prior to 1986 similar velocity . S enhancements were present, but with a shorter (1-year) period zabo et al. [1995] show that the 1.3-year period is also t I present in the north-south component of the magnetic field a MP 8. Similar periods (especially a 1.4-year period) have Shapiro, 1983; Fraser-Smith, 1972] . Paularena et al. [1995] se geomagnetic indices first to show that the 1.3-year period e p is present and, second, to see if this period was present in th re-spacecraft era. 
